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>| until 1742, he had lost control of state affairs when war broke
\ out and the policy which he had advocated came to an end.
France grad-    The origins of a new war between England and the Bour-
sumesrop-   bons are to be found in the gradual change which had
Great011 *° begun to come over Anglo-French relations several years
Britain       earlier.   Since 1729 the alliance of England with France
had become steadily more difficult to maintain.    Chauvelin
had become Minister of Foreign Affairs in 1727; nursing a
keen animosity to  England  and  Austria,  he  constantly
put pressure upon Fleury to take action more independently
of England's wishes;  France was growing  suspicious of
England's increasing power and alarmed at her preparations
against Spain.    Since the death of Louis XIV it had suited
her purpose  to  maintain  close relations  with  England,
but it was no part of her policy to assist in the strengthening
of England's power.    France also grew jealous of England's
commercial prosperity and maritime position: there were
again difficulties between the two governments regarding the
fortifications of Dunkirk,  and there were many disputes
between French and English colonists in America.   England
had not consulted France in making the Second Treaty of
Vienna with the Empire, but had tried to hide the negotiation
from her.    France could quite reasonably maintain that
this was not the act of an ally, and that the basis of their
friendship was destroyed: England had made her own terms
with Spain and the Empire, and France was isolated.
and signs        n Was natural therefore that France should look for a
the Family
Compact, fresh, alliance to safeguard her own position and no alliance
I733t could be more natural than that of her Bourbon neighbour,
Spain. To Louis XV a son had been born in 1729, and the
prospect of Philip V;s accession to the French throne became
very remote. This event destroyed the raison d'etre of the
Anglo-French alliance and removed the chief obstacle to
French friendship with Spain. In 1733 the Family Compact
between the two Bourbon powers was drafted France
guaranteed the succession of Don Carlos in Italy and both
agreed to attack the Emperor: in addition, Spain was to
abolish English commercial privileges and France was to
assist her to recover Gibraltar.

